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Background: Knowledge management (KM) is the systematic management of S&T 
knowledge and its associated processes of creating, utilizing, sharing, and re-using 
knowledge combined with an appropriate technology to achieve organizational objectives. 
There is a dearth of reported KM activity in the public or government sector, particularly in the 
Philippines. This dearth is manifested in the literature on KM which focuses primarily on the 
private and/or corporate sector. The analysis of the communication aspects of KM at the 
Philippine Council for Industry and Energy Research and Development – Department of 
Science and Technology (PCIERD-DOST), therefore, should break new grounds and 
contribute to the body of knowledge on KM in a government S&T institution. Objectives: (1) 
to analyze how the PCIERD-DOST manages its S&T knowledge and information, particularly 
in dealing with their communication aspects; (2) to determine the methods of communication 
that members within the organization use; (3) to map out the communication networks that 
exist within PCIERD-DOST; (4) to explain how PCIERD-DOST manages its S&T knowledge 
and information; (5) to identify technological infrastructure (both software and hardware) 
support of KM in PCIERD-DOST; (6) to identify the barriers or gaps to KM in PCIERD-DOST; 
and (7) to formulate policy recommendations applicable in the employment of KM as a 
strategy for the S&T sector. Methods: A total of 58 respondents were surveyed using a semi-
structured questionnaire on the following aspects: methods of communication, 
communication structure, perceived communication problems, respondents’ perception on 
KM, leadership in KM, KM culture/structure, KM process, KM technology, KM obstacles and 
challenges as well as KM maturity. This was complemented with qualitative methods such as 
direct observation, key informant interviews, and use of secondary data and literature 
reviews. Patterns of communication networks were determined using UCINET 6.0 for 
Windows software. Results: Formal and informal communication between and among 
superiors, subordinates, and peers were still largely interpersonal and face-to-face at 
PCIERD-DOST. The use of and preference for other communication methods (e.g., e-mail, 
telephone) indicated the need to complement interpersonal with mediated communication for 
KM implementation in the Council. The formal network centered on institutional authority and 
influence, while the knowledge network suggested a synergistic approach to accomplish 
programs and projects. The innovation and feedback networks indicated openness of the 
management to innovation and change, which is conducive for KM. Although results 
indicated loose personal and social ties among PCIERD-DOST employees, these networks 
may be potential sources of “grapevine” S&T knowledge and information. Communication 
barriers also varied in degree of seriousness and how these were perceived by each 
subsystem in the Council. Dialogue was seen as a necessary means to expose and 
understand the different viewpoints of the respondents. Conclusion: Although there was no 
articulated KM framework at PCIERD-DOST, there were pockets of initiatives in the Council. 
Recommendation: The study recommends the promotion of a more structured use than 
present use of knowledge enablers, and strengthening the S&T knowledge creation, use, 
sharing, and re-use by improving the knowledge sharing culture in the organization. 
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